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Abstract—The increasing popularity of cloud computing has
resulted in a proliferation of data centers. Effective placement
of data centers improves network performance and minimizes
clients’ perceived latency. The problem of determining the
optimal placement of data centers in a large network is a classical
uncapacitated k-median problem. Traditional works have focused
on centralized algorithms, which requires knowledge of the
overall network topology and information about the customers’
service demands. Moreover, centralized algorithms are compu-
tationally expensive and do not scale well with the size of the
network. We propose a fully distributed algorithm with linear
complexity to optimize the locations of data centers. The proposed
algorithm utilizes an iterative two-step optimization approach.
Specifically, in each iteration, it first partitions the whole network
into k regions through a distributed partitioning algorithm; then
within each region, it determines the local approximate optimal
location through a distributed message-passing algorithm. When
the underlying network is a tree topology, we show that the
overall cost is monotonically decreasing between successive iter-
ations and the proposed algorithm converges in a finite number
of iterations. Extensive simulations on both synthetic and real
Internet topologies show that the proposed algorithm achieves
performance comparable with that of centralized algorithms
that require global information and have higher computational
complexity.
Index Terms—Data centers placement, distributed algorithm,
cloud computing, uncapacitated k-median problem.
I. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is increasingly becoming the mechanism
of choice to boost users’ experience through timely delivery
of data storage and computing capacity. To ensure prompt
responses to clients’ requests, a cloud computing service
provider replicate its service on a large number of data centers
deployed across the world. In this way, a client can be served
by the nearest data center with a shorter perceived latency.
This horizontal scaling approach is widely adopted by many
big companies such as Google [1], Microsoft [2] and Amazon
[3]. A natural problem associated with horizontal scaling
is to determine the optimal placement of data centers in a
large network in order to maximize network performance and
minimize clients’ perceived latency.
Consider a core network as shown in Figure1, suppose
a service provider needs to choose k out of n potential
network sites to host its data centers so that an overall cost
is minimized. Here k is the number of data centers, which
is a fixed number and determined beforehand by the budget
of the service provider. The cost can be the overall network
bandwidth usage or the overall response time for the clients’
requests. In an uncapacitated optimization setup, it is assumed
each data center can serve an unlimited number of clients. This
assumption is reasonable because the service provider can add
more machines in a data center to cater to additional requests.
Each client is served by the data center with the lowest cost,
which is proportional to the distance between the client and the
corresponding data center. The cost associated with serving all
the clients at site v by a data center u is w(v)d(u, v), where
w(v) denotes the total demand of all clients at site v, and
d(u, v) is the distance between u and v. The objective is to
select k sites to be the data centers so that the cost of serving
all clients by this selected set of sites is minimized. This is
however a classical NP-hard uncapacitated k-median problem
[4].
A. Related Works
The uncapacitated k-median problem has attracted con-
siderable amounts of attention. Initial results regarding the
uncapacitated facility location and k-median problems are sur-
veyed in the book [5]. A large number of works have focused
on centralized approaches and have proposed approximations
for the metric version (the distance measure is symmetric
and satisfy the triangle inequality) of the k-median problem
using various techniques: primal-dual schema with Lagrangian
relaxation [6] [7], linear programming relaxation [8] and local
search heuristics with swaps [9].
Motivated by increasing interests in content distribution
networks (CDNs), a number of works studied the unca-
pacitated k-median problem in the context of CDN replica
servers placement through centralized approaches. The first
reference [10] considered a special case by assuming that the
underlying topologies are trees and proposed a placement algo-
rithm using the dynamic programming approach. For general
Internet-like topologies, several centralized algorithms have
been investigated in [11]. Simulations on both synthetic and
real network topologies showed that a greedy algorithm with
complexity O(n2k) provides the performance closest to the
optimal solution. The greedy algorithm is an iterative process,
and the basic intuition is as follows. In the first iteration, for
each site v among the n potential sites, evaluate the overall
cost associated with choosing v as the replica server. Choose
the one with the minimum cost as the first replica server. In
the second iteration, determine the second replica server that
provide the least cost together with the first replica server
chosen in the first iteration. Iterate this process until all k
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2Fig. 1. Illustration of a sample core network.
replica servers have been chosen. We note that the greedy
algorithm does not actually find the optimal solution but an
approximation since each replica server is chosen sequentially.
All these centralized approaches require the overall network
topology and service demand information. Due to this need for
global knowledge, they do not scale well with the size of the
network. It is highly desirable to have a distributed algorithm
to solve the uncapacitated k-median problem in large and
dynamic network environments for cloud computing. Towards
this end, [12] proposed a distributed algorithm by starting with
a random set of k initial guesses, and then re-optimizing the
r-balls (subgraph within r hops from the k centers) utilizing
classical centralized algorithms. The utilization of the central-
ized algorithms in a local region (r-balls) requires knowledge
of the topology and demand information in this region, and
henceforth the algorithm in [12] is not a fully distributed
algorithm. Moreover, when the network is dense (e.g. in a
complete graph), one r-ball can contain O(n) nodes, which
places the regional placement problem in the same complexity
order as the global network. Another related work considered
the placement problem for reducing the communication cost in
wireless networks utilizing only local information [13]. Serial
migration decisions to move the data centers towards more cost
effective locations are made based on monitoring the aggregate
traffic. Frequent migration of the data centers would require
large amounts of data transfer, so the proposed approach in
[13] is not suitable in a cloud computing context.
B. Our Contributions
In this paper, We review the concept of centroidal Voronoi
partition and show that it is a necessary condition for the
optimal data center placement in cloud computing. We propose
a fully distributed algorithm with linear complexity which
is built upon the classical Lloyd’s method to determine the
locations of data centers. The proposed algorithm utilizes an
iterative two-step optimization approach. Specifically, in each
iteration, it first partitions the whole network into k regions
through a distributed partitioning algorithm; then within each
region, it determines the local approximate optimal location
through a distributed message-passing algorithm. When the
underlying network is a tree topology, the overall cost is
monotonically decreasing between successive iterations and
the proposed algorithm converges in a finite number of itera-
tions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we describe the problem model and assumptions. In Section
III, we introduce the definition of centroidal Voronoi partition
and show that it is a necessary condition for the optimal
data center placement. In Section IV, we propose a fully
distributed algorithm with linear complexity to solve the data
center placement problem. In Section V, we present simulation
results to evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm.
Finally we conclude and summarize in Section VI.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we describe our model and assumptions.
Let G = (V,E) be a graph (either directed or undirected)
containing n nodes, where V is the set of nodes and E is the
set of edges in G. A pair of nodes with an edge connecting
them are called neighbor to each other. Consider a node v ∈ V ,
let N (v) denote the set of all neighbors of v in G. Let | · |
indicate the number of elements in a specific set, for example,
|V | = n. A non-negative weight w(v) is associated with each
node v ∈ V , and indicates the service demand at node v.
A non-negative distance d(u, v) is associated with each edge
(u, v) ∈ E. Meaning of the distance varies depending on
applications. In general, the distance can be used to indicate
bandwidth usage, latency, link cost, etc. To generalize the
problem, d(v, v) can be a nonzero value, even there is no edge
from v to itself, indicating some local cost associated with
choosing v as a data center. Let ρ(u, v) denote the shortest
path from u to v in G. For the reader’s convenience, we
summarize some notations commonly used in this paper in
the following table. Several notations have been introduced
previously, while we formally define the remaining ones in
the sequel where they first appear.
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS USED.
Symbol Definition
G = (V,E), either a directed or undirected graph
w(v) service demand at node v
d(u, v) distance from u to v
ρ(u, v) shortest path from u to v
N (v) set of all neighbors of a node v ∈ V in G
cost(S | G) overall weighted cost of serving V by a set of nodes S
{Vi}ki=1 a Voronoi partition of G containing k Voronoi regions
Vi a Voronoi region of G
Ti a minimum spanning tree corresponding to Vi
d(v) shortest distance from v to the generators
We make the following assumptions through out the paper.
3Assumption 1. Distance of the shortest path from u to v in
a graph G is the sum of the edge distances along this path,
i.e.,
d(u, v) =
∑
(i,j)∈ρ(u,v)
d(i, j).
Assumption 2. Given a graph G = (V,E), let S ⊂ V denote
the nodes upon which data centers are placed. For any node
v ∈ V , we assume that node v is served solely by a data
center that has shortest distance from v, i.e.,
s(v;S) = argmin
s∈S
d(s, v).
The weighted cost associated with serving v by s(v;S) is
w(v)d(s(v;S), v). The overall weighted cost of serving V by
S is:
cost(S | G) =
∑
v∈V
w(v)d(s(v;S), v). (1)
Given a positive integer k such that k < n, the problem is to
choose a subset Sˆ ⊂ V containing k nodes so that the overall
weighted cost of serving V by Sˆ is minimized, i.e.,
Sˆ = arg min
S⊂V
|S|=k
cost(S | G)
= arg min
S⊂V
|S|=k
∑
v∈V
w(v)d(s(v;S), v). (2)
III. CENTROIDAL VORONOI PARTITION
We introduce the definition of centroidal Voronoi partition
in this section and review some important results associated
with it [14]. We show that the centroidal Voronoi partition
is a necessary condition for the optimal placement solution
in the considered uncapacitated k-median problem. We then
review the classical Lloyd’s method to construct the centroidal
Voronoi partition, upon which our proposed algorithm (which
is introduced in Section IV) is built.
Given a graph G = (V,E), let the set {V˜i}ki=1 be a partition
of G containing k regions so that V˜i ∩ V˜j = ∅ for i 6= j. We
use V˜i to denotes one region as well as the set of all nodes in
that region. The cost center sˆi corresponding to region V˜i is
defined by
sˆi = argmin
s∈V˜i
cost(s | V˜i), (3)
where the cost function is defined in (1). Given a set of nodes
S = {s1, · · · , sk} ⊂ V , the Voronoi region Vi corresponding
to the node si is defined by
Vi = {v ∈ V |d(si, v) ≤ d(sj , v) for j = 1, · · · , k, j 6= i}.
(4)
The nodes in S are called generators, and the set {Vi}ki=1 is
called a Voronoi partition of G. Given a partition {V˜i}ki=1, we
can find the cost centers Sˆ = {sˆi}ki=1 of those regions; while
given a set of generators S, we can find the Voronoi partition
{Vi}ki=1 corresponding to S. We now consider a special case
when the cost centers of a Voronoi partition {Vi}ki=1 are
Fig. 2. A Voronoi partition with 2 regions V1 and V2 with Sˆ = {sˆ1, sˆ2}
as the cost centers and S = {s1, s2} as the generators, where each edge has
the same weight.
simultaneously the set of generators for {Vi}ki=1, i.e. Sˆ = S
(normally the cost centers and the generators are not the same,
an example of such case is shown in Figure 2). Then such
partition is called a centroidal Voronoi partition [14] which
has the following relationship with the optimal solution of the
considered data centers placement problem:
Lemma 1. Given a graph G and the service demand, a
necessary condition for a set of nodes Sˆ = {sˆ1, · · · , sˆk} to be
the optimal data centers placement as defined in (2) is that the
Voronoi partition {Vi}ki=1 corresponding to Sˆ is a centroidal
Voronoi partition of G.
Proof: To prove Lemma 1, we need to prove that Sˆ are the
cost centers as defined in (3) within each and every Voronoi
regions {Vi}ki=1. Consider a specific Voronoi region Vi cor-
responding to sˆi, by the definition (4) and the Assumption
2 we can see that the set of nodes in Vi are served by data
center sˆi. Then because sˆi is the optimal data center placement
as defined in (2), sˆi = argmins∈Vi cost(s | Vi), which is
exactly the definition of cost center of Vi as shown in (3).
The same arguments apply to other Voronoi regions, so the
proof is complete.
It is not guaranteed that a centroidal Voronoi partition would
provide the optimal placement solution, because in general the
centroidal Voronoi partition is not unique. However, it will
find a fixed point (local minimum or global minimum), and
the result can be improved by using multiple initial guesses.
We now review the classical iterative Lloyd’s method [14]
to construct a centroidal Voronoi partition. Given a graph
G = (V,E) containing n nodes, the service demand w and a
positive integer k, where k < n,
Initialization: randomly select an initial set of k nodes Sˆ0 =
{sˆ0i }ki=1, and set t = 1.
Iteration t:
1. construct the Voronoi partition {V ti }ki=1 of G corresponding
to Sˆt−1 with each region defined in (4).
2. find the distance center within each Voronoi region con-
structed in Step 1. These centers are the updated set of
estimates Sˆt = {sˆti}ki=1.
3. the iteration process terminates if max1≤i≤k d(sˆti, sˆ
t−1
i ) ≤
η for some fixed small positive η; otherwise, set t = t+ 1
4and return to Step 1.
The construction process of the Voronoi partition in Step
1 and the algorithm to find the distance center within each
Voronoi region in Step 2 of the iteration process are discussed
in Section IV. For the sake of completeness, we review some
properties of the Lloyd’s method in Lemma 2 and Lemma 3.
Lemma 2. For each iteration of Lloyd’s method, the overall
weighted cost will not increase, i.e.,
cost(Sˆt+1 | G) ≤ cost(Sˆt | G), for t = 1, 2, · · · .
Proof: We can prove Lemma 2 by proving that the overall
weighted cost will not increase in both Step 1 and Step 2 of
Lloyd’s method for each iteration. For iteration t, we first look
at Step 1 by considering a partition {Vˆ ti }ki=1 of G correspond-
ing to Sˆt−1 other than the Voronoi partition {V ti }ki=1. Consider
a particular node v : v ∈ V ti , v ∈ Vˆ tj , i 6= j, i.e., node v is in
the region corresponding to st−1i under the partition {V ti }ki=1,
while node v is in the region corresponding to st−1j under
the partition {Vˆ ti }ki=1. According to (4), d(si, v) ≤ d(sj , v).
Same arguments apply to all nodes belonging to different
regions under two different partitions. So the overall weighted
cost associated with {V ti }ki=1 will not be larger than the one
associated with {Vˆ ti }ki=1. Now we move on to Step 2. We fix
the partition in Step 1 and consider a particular region V ti .
According to (3), choosing any node within V ti will not give
a cost less than the one associated with sˆti. Same arguments
apply to other regions as well. So the proof of Lemma 2 is
now complete.
Lemma 3. Lloyd’s method converges in a finite number of
iterations.
We refer the reader to the references [15] and [16] for
detailed proof of Lemma 3. Within each Voronoi region in
Step 2 of Lloyd’s method, using a centralized approach like in
[12] would prevent the algorithm to be fully distributed. So we
develop a light-weight distributed message-passing algorithm
to determine the approximate local optimal location within
each Voronoi region. We introduce the construction process
for this algorithm in Section IV.
IV. DISTRIBUTED LLOYD’S METHOD
In this section, we propose a distributed version of Lloyd’s
method, which we name as the distributed Lloyd’s method
(DLM), with linear complexity to solve the considered data
center placement problem. DLM follows the same basic
intuition as Lloyd’s method, specifically, for each iteration,
DLM first partitions the graph into k Voronoi regions in
distributed fashion; then determines approximate local optimal
location within each Voronoi region. In order to make DLM
fully distributed, we develop a distributed algorithm to do
the Voronoi partitioning as well as a light-weight distributed
message-passing algorithm to determine the approximate local
optimal location within each Voronoi region.
We first show the construction process of a Voronoi partition
in distributed fashion. Given a network G = (V,E) and
Algorithm 1 Distributed Voronoi Partitioning Algorithm
1: Inputs: G = (V,E), S = {si}ki=1
2: Initialization: set Vi = {si} for i = 1, · · · , k
3: for each si ∈ S do
4: let si broadcast a message within G.
5: end for
6: for each v ∈ V \S do
7: define d(v) = mini∈{1,··· ,k} d(si, v) and I(v) = {i :
d(si, v) = d(v), i ∈ {1, · · · , k}}
8: if |I(v)| = 1 then
9: add v to VI(v)
10: else
11: let U = {u : u ∈ N (v), (v, u) ∈ ρ(v, si), i ∈ I(v)}
12: add v to the same region as node u, where u is chosen
uniformly from U
13: end if
14: end for
15: return {Vi}ki=1
a set of k generators S = {si}ki=1. Let each si broadcast
a message within G. Each node v ∈ V only transmit the
message received first and discard all later messages. Each
node v learns the distance d(si, v) and the neighbor node
on the path to si in this process. Then for each v ∈ V \S,
find the set of nearest generators from v. If there is only one
generator that has the shortest distance from v, add v to the
region corresponding to this generator; otherwise, uniformly
choose one of v’s neighbor u, where (v, u) is on the path from
v to one of its nearest generators, and add v to the same region
as u. This process is formally given in Algorithm 1. We call
this the Distributed Voronoi Partitioning Algorithm.
We now focus on a specific Voronoi region Vi with ni nodes,
within which we seek to find the approximate optimal location
by considering the minimum spanning tree Ti corresponding
to Vi, i.e.,
sˆi = argmin
s
cost(s | Vi)
≈ argmin
s
cost(s | Ti). (5)
The minimum spanning tree Ti can be constructed by dis-
tributed algorithms presented in [17] [18], which is out of the
scope of this paper. We introduce some notations regarding
Ti before proceeding to analyze the cost function. Consider a
node r ∈ Vi as the root for Ti, for any node v ∈ Ti\{r}, we
call the neighbor of v on the path from v to r as the parent of v
which is denoted by pa(v). We call the set of other neighbors
of v except for pa(v) as the children of v which is denoted
by ch(v). For the root r, all the neighbors are its children
and it does not have any parent node. We define Tv(r) to be
the subtree of Ti rooted at v with the link from v to pa(v)
removed. Figure 3 shows an example of Tv(r).
For a node r ∈ Vi, the cost of choose r as the root to serve
5Fig. 3. An example of the subtree rooted at v with r as the root.
Ti is:
cost(r | Ti) =
∑
u∈Vi
w(u)d(r, u)
= w(r)d(r, r) +
∑
u∈Vi\{r}
w(u)d(r, u) (6)
= w(r)d(r, r) +
∑
u∈Vi\{r}
w(Tu(r))d(pa(u), u),
(7)
where w(Tu(r)) =
∑
x∈Tu(r) w(x). The proof of (6) to (7)
is directly resulted from Assumption 1 and omitted here. We
utilize an upward message-passing process inspired by [19]
[20] to compute cost(r | Ti). First let r be the root of Ti.
Then let each leaf node v passes two messages fv(pa(v)) =
w(Tv(r)) = w(v), gv(pa(v)) = w(Tv(r))d(pa(v), v) =
fv(pa(v))d(pa(v), v) to its parent. When a parent node v
receives the messages from all its children, it computes the two
messages fv(pa(v)) = w(Tv(r)) =
∑
u∈ch(v) fu(r) + w(v),
gv(pa(v)) = w(Tv(r))d(pa(v), v) =
∑
u∈ch(v) gu(v) +
fv(pa(v))d(pa(v), v), and passes them to its parent. This
upward message-passing process terminates when the mes-
sages reach the root. Then root r can compute cost(r |
Ti) = w(r)d(r, r) +
∑
u∈ch(r) gu(r). Since each node only
passes two messages to its parent, the overall complexity of
the upward message-passing process is O(ni). The detailed
algorithm is shown in the first part of Algorithm 2.
In order to find sˆi as defined in (5), we need the cost
associated with each v ∈ Vi. Since there could be O(ni)
number of nodes in Ti, directly computing cost(v | Ti) for
each v would require O(n2i ) computations. However, inspired
by [19] [20], we develop a distributed downward message-
passing process with complexity O(ni) to compute the cost
values by utilizing a neighboring relationship. Consider a pair
of neighboring nodes u and v in Ti,
cost(v | Ti) =w(v)d(v, v) + w(Tu(v))d(v, u)
+
∑
x∈Vi\{v,u}
w(Tx(v))d(pa(x), x), (8)
cost(u | Ti) =w(u)d(u, u) + w(Tv(u))d(u, v)
+
∑
x∈Vi\{v,u}
w(Tx(u))d(pa(x), x). (9)
Note that Tx(v) = Tx(u),∀x ∈ Vi\{v, u}, so the last
summation term in (8) equals the last summation term in (9),
so,
cost(u | Ti) =cost(v | Ti) + w(Tv(u))d(u, v)− w(v)d(v, v)
− w(Tu(v))d(v, u) + w(u)d(u, u). (10)
The downward message-passing process start immediately
after the upward message-passing process ends. To each
child node u of the root, r computes and passes two mes-
sages fr(u) = w(Tr(u)) =
∑
x∈ch(r)\{u} fx(r) + w(r) and
hr(u) = cost(r | Ti) + w(Tr(u))d(u, r) − w(r)d(r, r) =
cost(r | Ti) + fr(u)d(u, r) − w(r)d(r, r). When the child
node u received the messages from its parent, it first compute
and store the cost associated with serving Ti by itself as
cost(u | Ti) = hpa(u)(u)−fpa(u)(u)d(pa(u), u)+w(u)d(u, u)
which follows the neighboring relationship as stated in (10).
If node u is not a leaf, it then computes and passes two
messages fu(x) =
∑
v∈N (u)\{x} fv(u) + w(u), hu(x) =
cost(u | Ti)+ fu(x)d(x, u)−w(u)d(u, u) to each of its child
node x. The downward message-passing process terminates
when all the leaf nodes receive the messages. Similar as the
upward message-passing process, the overall complexity of
the downward message-passing process is O(ni). The detailed
algorithm is shown in the second part of Algorithm 2.
Now we formally introduce the distributed Lloyd’s method
in Algorithm 3. DLM first select k nodes as the initial guess.
The basic idea of the initial guess as mentioned in line 2 of
Algorithm 3 is as follows. We first find the cost center of G
using Algorithm 2, then randomly select k nodes surrounding
the cost center as the initial guess. Then DLM utilizes an iter-
ative two-step optimization approach. Specifically, in iteration
t, it first partitions the whole network into k Voronoi regions
by Algorithm 1; then within each Voronoi region V ti , it (i).
constructs a minimum spanning tree T ti corresponding to V
t
i
using algorithm presented in [17] [18]; (ii). runs Algorithm 2
for each V ti with T
t
i , wi and sˆ
t−1
i as the inputs, where wi is a
subset of w containing the service demand of nodes in V ti ; (iii).
since cost(v | T ti ) for each v ∈ V ti is stored in the message-
passing process, find the approximate optimal distance center
for V ti as defined in (5), and set it as the re-optimized estimate
sˆti. DLM terminates when max1≤i≤k d(sˆ
t
i, sˆ
t−1
i ) ≤ η for some
fixed small positive η or the number of iteration reach a pre-
determined positive number MaxIter as in line 4 of Algorithm
3.
For each iteration, the complexity for each component in
DLM is upper bounded by O(n). If we set the maximum
6Algorithm 2 Distributed Message-Passing Algorithm
1: Inputs: minimum spanning tree Ti = (Vi, ETi), service
demand wi, and root node sˆi
2: Upward message-passing:
3: for each v ∈ Vi do
4: if v is a leaf then
5: fv(pa(v)) = wi(v)
6: gv(pa(v)) = fv(pa(v))d(pa(v), v)
7: else
8: fv(pa(v)) =
∑
u∈ch(v) fu(v) + wi(v)
9: gv(pa(v)) =
∑
u∈ch(v) gu(v)+fv(pa(v))d(pa(v), v)
10: end if
11: Pass fv(pa(v)) and gv(pa(v)) to pa(v)
12: end for
13: Downward message-passing:
14: for each v ∈ Vi do
15: if v is the root then
16: cost(v | Ti) = wi(v)d(v, v) +
∑
u∈ch(v) gu(v)
17: for each u ∈ ch(v) do
18: fv(u) =
∑
x∈ch(v)\{u} fx(v) + wi(v)
19: hv(u) = cost(v | Ti)+fv(u)d(u, v)−wi(v)d(v, v)
20: Pass fv(u) and hv(u) to u
21: end for
22: else
23: cost(v | Ti) = hpa(v)(v) − fpa(v)(v)d(pa(v), v) +
wi(v)d(v, v)
24: if v is not a leaf then
25: for each u ∈ ch(v) do
26: fv(u) =
∑
x∈N (v)\{u} fx(v) + wi(v)
27: hv(u) = cost(v | Ti) + fv(u)d(u, v) −
wi(v)d(v, v)
28: Pass fv(u) and hv(u) to u
29: end for
30: end if
31: end if
32: Store cost(v | Ti)
33: end for
number of iteration (MaxIter) to be a constant, the overall
complexity of DLM would be O(n). This is, to the best of the
authors’ knowledge, the most efficient distributed algorithm
by far to solve the data center placement problem in cloud
computing. Moreover, when the underlying network G is a
tree topology, DLM has the following properties,
Lemma 4. Properties of DLM when the underlying network
is a tree topology:
(i). For each iteration of DLM, the overall weighted cost will
not increase, i.e.,
cost(Sˆt+1 | G) ≤ cost(Sˆt | G), for t = 1, 2, · · · .
(ii). DLM converges in a finite number of iterations even
MaxIter is set to be infinity.
Algorithm 3 Distributed Lloyd’s Method
1: Inputs: graph G = (V,E) with n nodes, service demand
w and positive integer k, where k < n
2: Initialization: select an initial set of k nodes Sˆ0 =
{sˆ0i }ki=1
3: Iterations:
4: for t = 1 to MaxIter do
5: construct the Voronoi partition {V ti }ki=1 of G corre-
sponding to Sˆt−1 by Algorithm 1
6: for i = 1 to k do
7: (i). construct a minimum spanning tree T ti corre-
sponding to V ti
8: (ii). run Algorithm 2 with T ti , wi and sˆ
t−1
i as the
inputs, where wi is a subset of w containing the
service demand of nodes in V ti
9: (iii). find the approximate optimal distance center for
V ti , and set it as the re-optimized estimate sˆ
t
i.
10: end for
11: Sˆt = {sˆti}ki=1
12: if max1≤i≤k d(sˆti, sˆ
t−1
i ) ≤ η for some fixed small
positive η then
13: break
14: end if
15: end for
16: return Sˆt
When the underlying network is a tree topology, there is
no approximation as stated in (5) within each Voronoi region,
and henceforth DLM finds the optimal location within each
Voronoi region in each iteration. In this case, the result stated
in Lemma 4 follows the same arguments as Lemma 2 and
Lemma 3 for Lloyd’s method. Performance of DLM on general
networks is evaluated in Section V.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results on various
network topologies to evaluate the proposed algorithm. We
first test DLM on two kinds of synthetic networks, namely
grid networks and small-world networks [21]. We then test it
using a popular simulation platform called CDNSim [22] on
a real world Internet topology: the AS graph derived from a
set of RouteViews BGP table snapshots on November 5, 2007
[23].
A. Synthetic Networks
We test DLM on two kinds of synthetic networks: grid
networks and small-world networks [21]. For each kind of net-
work topology, we consider 10 network sizes n, specifically,
n ∈ {400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000}.
We generate 5 graphs for each kind of network topology and
each network size n. We then choose 3 values for k as inputs,
specifically, k/n ∈ {0.5%, 1.0%, 1.5%}. We can see that the
value of k is set to be much smaller than n, the reason is that
the number of data centers is generally much smaller compared
to the network size. To make the service demand function more
7(a) Average cost ratios for grid networks. (b) Average cost ratios for small-world networks.
(c) Maximum, minimum and median of the cost ratios for grid networks. (d) Maximum, minimum and median of the cost ratios for small-world
networks.
Fig. 4. Various cost ratios of DLM to the greedy algorithm for grid networks and small-world networks.
realistic, we generate the demand for each node according to
the Pareto distribution, which is a power-law distribution and
obeys the 80-20 rule, i.e. a small number of nodes generate
most of the service demand. We assume each node v knows
its own service demand w(v) and set the distance for each
edge to be 1.
For each given network topology G, service demand w
and number of data centers k, we run the proposed DLM
and the centralized greedy algorithm [11] to determine the
placement of data centers SˆDLM and Sˆgreedy respectively. The
overall weighted cost cost(SˆDLM | G) and cost(Sˆgreedy | G)
associated with the placement decision of each algorithm are
evaluated. The maximum, minimum, median and average cost
ratio (cost(SˆDLM | G)\cost(Sˆgreedy | G)) among 5 instances
for a particular n and k value for each kind of network is
computed and the result is shown in Figure 4. We can see
from Figure4(a) and Figure4(c) that, somehow surprisingly,
the proposed DLM performs better than the centralized greedy
algorithm on grid networks, even the later requires global
knowledge and has higher computational complexity. The
reason of this might be as follows, the greedy algorithm
selects k data centers one by one, and has a bias towards
the node at the center of the graph at the first selection. On
the other hand, the proposed DLM selects k data centers at
the same time which balance the service demand for each
data center. We show two simulation instances in Figure 5
to illustrate the placement results for the two algorithms. For
small-world networks, DLM performs comparable with the
greedy algorithm with the average cost ratio below 1.1 for all
simulation instances considered as shown in Figure 4(b).
B. Internet Networks
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed DLM
on real world scenario. We test it on a popular simulation
platform called CDNSim which is originally designed to
simulates a CDN network with clients, CDN servers and origin
servers [22]. In order to adapt this platform to the considered
data center placement problem, we replicate all the contents of
the origin server to the CDN servers, so that each server (both
origin and CDN server) functions like a data center that can
serve a client independently. We consider an Internet topology:
the AS graph derived from a set of RouteViews BGP table
8(a) Placement result for DLM. (b) Placement result for the greedy algorithm.
Fig. 5. Two simulation instances for grid network when n = 400, k = 0.5% · n = 2.
snapshots on November 5, 2007 [23]. This graph contains
26,475 nodes and 106,762 edges. We use the same values for
the network size n as in Section V-A. For each network size
n, we first randomly choose a node r from the AS graph, and
then find the subgraph containing n nodes nearest to r. We use
the same demand function as in Section V-A to generate the
service demand for each node. However, in this time we do
not assume that each node v knows its service demand w(v).
Instead, we run the simulation for a day, and let each node v
record its total service demand and we use it as the estimate
of w(v). We run the proposed DLM and the greedy algorithm
based on the estimated service demand to select k data centers
SˆDLM and Sˆgreedy respectively. Then we set SˆDLM (Sˆgreedy) to be
the data centers and run the simulation for another day. Note
that the service demands are not the same from day to day,
but they follows the same Pareto distribution. The performance
measure is the total response time (summation of the response
time for every service request) associated with each data center
placement decision. We show the ratio of the total response
time of SˆDLM to Sˆgreedy in Figure 6. We can see that DLM
performs comparable with the greedy algorithm on real world
Internet topologies with total response time ratio below 1.22
for all simulation instances considered.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study the placement of data centers to
improve network performance and minimize clients’ perceived
latency in the context of cloud computing, which is a classical
NP-hard uncapacitated k-median theoretic problem. We first
review the concept of centroidal Voronoi partition and show
that it is a necessary condition for the optimal solution of the
data center placement problem. We propose a fully distributed
algorithm called the distributed Lloyd’s method with linear
complexity which is built upon the classical Lloyd’s method to
determine the locations of data centers. The proposed DLM do
not require knowledge of the global topology nor information
Fig. 6. Total response time ratio of DLM to the greedy algorithm for Internet
topologies.
of the service demand. Each node only needs to communicate
with its direct neighbors. DLM utilizes an iterative two-step
optimization approach. Specifically, in each iteration, it first
partitions the whole network into k Voronoi regions through
a distributed partitioning algorithm; then within each region,
it determines the local approximate optimal location through
a distributed message-passing algorithm. When the underlying
network is a tree topology, the overall cost is monotonically
decreasing between successive iterations and the proposed
algorithm converges in a finite number of iterations. Extensive
simulations show that the proposed DLM achieves comparable
performances as the centralized greedy algorithm on both syn-
thetic and real world Internet networks, even the later require
global information and has higher (O(n2k)) computational
complexity.
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